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1955-1966 Corvette Fuel Pump Rebuild 

Corvette Central Tech Website:  http://tech.corvettecentral.com/2013/09/1955-1966-corvette-

fuel-pump-rebuild/ 

Story and photos by Chris Petris 

There was a time when a component would fail it would require repair or rebuild.  But today we 

throw it into the appropriate recycle pile. Growing up in the 60s and 70s sometimes makes it 

difficult to trash anything; today it makes more fiscal sense to buy another one. If you worked in 

a GM dealership in that time period, the philosophy was repair unless it had catastrophic 

damage.  Of course back then metal was used for most components; plastics were for the 

occasional trim piece. One of the many repairs you had to perform at the dealership was 

rebuilding windshield wiper motors, distributors, alternators, starters and fuel pumps. 

Fuel pumps are the subject this time (look for more component rebuild articles as Corvette 

Centrals Tech pages grow). Corvette Central already supplies a factory style instructional page to 

aid in the rebuild.  This article will show more in-depth photos and tips on the process. All of the 

fuel pumps from 1955-1966 were similar in construction in that they could be 

disassembled.  Later, the upper portion of the pump was crimped to the lower, making rebuilds 

impossible, at least for the typical shop. To start with, do you really need a fuel pump rebuild? 

Fuel pumps need to supply high fuel flow especially under wide open throttle conditions. 

Pressure is required, only enough though, to make sure the fuel flow does not decrease as it 

travels up to the carburetor. 

While we are discussing flow, there are a few facts that you need to know. 1953-1962 Corvette 

fuel tanks are considerably lower than the top of the carburetor, while the 1963-1967 fuel tank is 

almost level with the carburetor. The significance?  A 1963-1967 Corvette will still run with a 

failing fuel pump. Gravity does the job of providing fuel to the carburetor which might give you 

a sense of how flow is important not so much pressure. If you remove the fuel pumps supply 

hose from an engine that has been running, fuel will flow until the tank is dry due to gravity and 

the siphon effect. Carburetors use needles and seats to control fuel flow, stopping the fuel when 

the engine is shut down. When the engine is running, they also meter the fuel flow rate as the 

fuel level changes during acceleration. Now that we know how gravity and tank versus 

carburetor height affect fuel flow, having a good sealing carburetor needle and seats are a must. 

In the past, I have had to drain a customer’s engine oil because their carbureted engine had 

leaking needles and seats that control fuel flow in the carburetor. The leaking needles and seats 

filled the crankcase with fuel.   In one situation, a big block mid-year had been jacked up at the 

rear for other repairs, almost draining the fuel tank into the crankcase. Luckily the owner noticed 

what they thought was a major oil leak that had developed before trying to start the engine. 

When the oil was checked, it looked like water was running off the dipstick.   The crankcase also 

appeared to be way over full.  They put two and two together when they noticed the fuel tank 

was empty. This could have been catastrophic had they tried to start the engine, possibly 

damaging the engine bearings or bending a connecting rod from hydraulic lock. 
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Now we know that the 1953-1962 will possibly start, but not run for long, while a mid-year 

could possibly ease down the road on a failed or failing fuel pump. If your early Corvette has no 

power and feels like it is running out of gas, chances are the fuel pump is the culprit. Fuel pumps 

are simple devices with two check valves, one to allow fuel in one to allow fuel out and a 

diaphragm to move the fuel. Check valves are one way devices allowing flow in one direction 

not the other.  When a check valve fails, the diaphragm pushes and pulls fuel through the same 

check valve, negating the pumping of fuel. The typical check valve failure is from debris that is 

flowing from the tank or through the fuel lines. Corvettes that sit around for months at a time are 

most susceptible to this, as rust and scale forms in the lines and tank. 

You can test your fuel pumps operation with a vacuum gauge, installing it on the suction side of 

the pump to see if it is obtaining vacuum.  Depending on how long you crank the engine, you can 

see as high as 10-15 inches on a new pump with tight check valves. If the suction side check 

valve is good, it should also hold vacuum for 3- 5 seconds after cranking the engine. The next 

test is to place the gauge on the out port of the fuel pump; this test will give the best results with 

the gauge teed into the fuel pump to carburetor line. If the engine runs, that is even better.  Start 

the engine and watch the gauge.  You should see three to four pounds of pressure at idle.  The 

gauge needle will fluctuate slightly as the check valves open and close (this is normal).  If the 

gauge needle widely fluctuates, say from one to three pounds, one of the check valves is 

leaking.  Pump performance will be poor, especially when you need fuel the most under hard 

acceleration. When the diaphragm fails, the fuel pump will not pump at all and fuel will be 

spilling from the pressure reliefs on the top side of the pump.  Either way, the pump will require 

a rebuild. 

Fuel quality also plays an important role in the life of the fuel pump and carburetor.  Many early 

Corvettes are subjected to water in the fuel from long periods of sitting in humid conditions. Is 

ethanol the culprit?  Ethanol does not appear to cause long term damage as long as the fuel is 

used regularly; the jury is out though on what happens if the fuel sits for years at a time. I have 

seen firsthand what happens when copious amounts of water are left in carburetors and fuel 

pumps. The metal alloys begin to grow as the corrosion forms, causing flaking and complete 

destruction of the components. The 400 horsepower 1967 that I spoke of earlier had total 

destruction of the carburetors and fuel pump from water in the fuel. This was a Corvette that had 

never seen ethanol fuel either, for many years it sat in a garage in Florida without ever starting. I 

became involved after the owner had tried to get the 67 running after the fuel in the oil incident. 

This project required a Corvette Central complete fuel tank package, new carburetors, fuel pump 

and replacement fuel lines. That meant to do the fuel line job, the body required raising enough 

to access the rear of the line where it passes through the frame rail. So… keep clean fuel in the 

tank. 

Let’s get going on the rebuild now that we know if we need to or not. For those wanting an 

original exterior finish, do not sand or bead blast the pump. Stainless steel brushes work best, 

preferably softer bristles for the final brushing. This will remove the typical corrosion while 

preserving the original look. The accompanying photos will show the process from beginning to 

end.  Before disassembling the fuel pump, either mark or make a note of the positioning of the 

upper and lower fuel pump housings. There are multiple positions available that the lower 

housing can be placed in; only one will allow proper fuel line and suction hose connections. 
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The typical 1955-1966 fuel pump will look 

like this once disassembled with the 

Corvette Central supplied fuel pump 

rebuild kit (kits available for 1955-56 for 

4150 or 4262, 1956-57 for 4346. 1958-65 

for 4445, 4656 and 4657, or 1964-66 for 

350HP, 365HP, 375HP #40083) . The fuel 

pump halves have been cleaned with a 

stainless steel brush and the lower cover 

also lightly brushed to avoid removing the 

plating as much as possible, that would 

allow more corrosion to occur. This is a 

350 horsepower pump with the two 

additional screws on the lower cover. 

 

These are the old check valves in place 

ready for removal. You can see the 

discoloration from water laden fuel in the 

out portion of the fuel pumps lower 

housing. This is the time to make note of 

the check valve orientation, not all valves 

look alike. If the valves are inadvertently 

installed upside down the fuel would be 

drawn out of the carburetor and pushed 

back to the tank. 

 

A socket works best to knock out the old 

check valves, again note the valves 

positioning. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.parts123.com/corvettecentral/partsort.pta?catalog=cadefib&partno=351116&searchtype=50&pagesize=50&page=1
http://www.parts123.com/corvettecentral/partsort.pta?catalog=cadefib&partno=351116&searchtype=50&pagesize=50&page=1
http://www.parts123.com/corvettecentral/partsort.pta?catalog=cadefib&partno=351084&searchtype=50&pagesize=50&page=1
http://www.parts123.com/corvettecentral/partsort.pta?catalog=cadefib&partno=351316&searchtype=50&pagesize=50&page=1
http://www.parts123.com/corvettecentral/partsort.pta?catalog=cadefib&partno=351316&searchtype=50&pagesize=50&page=1
http://www.parts123.com/corvettecentral/partsort.pta?catalog=cadefib&partno=352074&searchtype=50&pagesize=50&page=1
http://www.parts123.com/corvettecentral/partsort.pta?catalog=cadefib&partno=352074&searchtype=50&pagesize=50&page=1
http://tech.corvettecentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/CC5866FP-2-Medium.jpg
http://tech.corvettecentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/CC5866FP-1-Medium.jpg
http://tech.corvettecentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/CC5866FP-3-Medium.jpg
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The lower pump received a thorough 

stainless steel brushing and is ready for the 

new check valves. The supplied gaskets 

are an important part of making sure the 

check valves do their job properly. 

 

 

 

 

I use a piece of ¾ EMT thin-wall electrical 

tubing to install the out check valve into 

the lower housing. The important thing to 

watch for is check valve cover damage 

during the installation. The installer should 

only sit on the outer edge of the valve or 

valve operation can be compromised. 

 

 

 

The tubing is used to seat the valve after 

the gasket and valve are installed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://tech.corvettecentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/CC5866FP-4-Medium.jpg
http://tech.corvettecentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/CC5866FP-5-Medium.jpg
http://tech.corvettecentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/CC5866FP-6-Medium.jpg
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On the in-side of the fuel pump lower 

housing a 5/8 inch socket is used to seat the 

check valve. Like the out-side check valve 

in the pumps lower housing this check 

valve should not be touched except around 

the outer ring during installation. 

 

 

 

 

A metal clad rubber seal is used to seal the 

fuel pump diaphragm’s shaft from engine 

oil and fuel entering the engine. These 

seals often come loose or leak.   I use 

naphtha to clean the seal area before the 

sealer is supplied. 

 

 

 

 

The same naphtha cleaner is used to wipe 

off the seals metal surfaces before 

installation. This is the difference from a 

quick throw-it –together rebuild or a 

professional rebuild that considers and 

handles all the possible issues that can 

occur. 

 

 

 

http://tech.corvettecentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/CC5866FP-9-Medium.jpg
http://tech.corvettecentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/CC5866FP-8-Medium.jpg
http://tech.corvettecentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/CC5866FP-7-Medium.jpg
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Red Loctite is used for complete sealing 

and making sure the seal stays put in the 

upper housing. The diaphragm return 

spring sits in the pocket around the outer 

edge of the seal so it will not fall out.   The 

objective is to make sure it seals.  As the 

seal moves around from the constant spring 

pressure, it eventually begins to leak unless 

it is securely installed. 

 

 

Like the check valves, be careful when 

seating the diaphragms shaft seal. The 

socket should fit the outer ring without 

hitting the rubber inner seal. 

 

 

 

 

 

High temperature chassis lube is applied to 

the seal for assembly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://tech.corvettecentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/CC5866FP-12-Medium.jpg
http://tech.corvettecentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/CC5866FP-13-Medium.jpg
http://tech.corvettecentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/CC5866FP-10-Medium.jpg
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The next step is to assemble the actuator 

lever assembly with the sleeve connecting 

the two pieces. Apply the same chassis 

lubricant to all three pieces before 

assembling. 

 

 

 

 

The new diaphragm is installed with the 

supplied return spring. You must orient the 

diaphragms actuator rod shafts slot to 

allow the actuator lever to grab the 

shaft.  The tricky part is about to begin: the 

actuator lever assembly must be installed 

blindly into the diaphragms actuator shaft 

slot. 

 

 

 

My big hands are hiding some of the 

contortions that are taking place. The 

diaphragm is pushed inward as the actuator 

lever assembly is hooked into the 

diaphragms actuator rod slot. This may 

take a few attempts to accurately make the 

connection, once done properly the 

diaphragm will stay in place. If it pops out, 

the rod was not hooked properly. 

 

 

 

http://tech.corvettecentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/CC5866FP-16-Medium.jpg
http://tech.corvettecentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/CC5866FP-15-Medium.jpg
http://tech.corvettecentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/CC5866FP-14-Medium.jpg
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Before installing the actuator lever 

assembly pin, I install the lower fuel pump 

section to take tension off the diaphragm 

during the pin installation. One important 

note: you must orient the lower fuel pump 

housing correctly for fuel inlet and outlet 

fitting positioning. 

 

 

 

 

The actuator lever return spring is installed 

while the pin is pushed into place. I push 

the pin in until it just begins to go into the 

other side of the upper fuel pump housing. 

 

 

 

 

 

Over time, the upper housing wears where 

the pin is seated.   Applying red Loctite 

assures that the pin will not back. The 

Loctite is applied to the side with the pin 

partially installed, then the pin is pushed 

into place from the other side. To assure 

that the pin is secure, I push the pin further 

through the side that the Loctite was 

applied.  This allows application of Loctite 

on both sides of the fuel pump housing. 

Once both sides have Loctite applied, the 

pin is centered in the upper fuel pump 

housing. 

 

http://tech.corvettecentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/CC5866FP-19-Medium.jpg
http://tech.corvettecentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/CC5866FP-18-Medium.jpg
http://tech.corvettecentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/CC5866FP-17-Medium.jpg
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The wrap up requires the installation of the 

lower cover.  This cover was designed for 

fuel pump repair.  Fortunately, it also 

allows a periodic check of the fuel system. 

If the fuel tank has dirt, rust or any debris it 

will end up being drawn into this area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is a short addendum to the article above.  Addendum is at: 

http://tech.corvettecentral.com/2015/03/addendum-1955-1966-corvette-fuel-pump-rebuild/  

 

Addendum follows: 

 

Addendum: 1955-1966 Corvette Fuel Pump Rebuild 

 

In a previous article, we covered how to restore your fuel pump. Those were the days! 

Disassemble the fuel pump, replace the check valves and diaphragm, and you were back in 

business.  I have always felt fortunate that when I started out in this business, engines had 

carburetors and emission systems were in their infancy. At the local GM dealer, we repaired or 

overhauled components to fix them, not just replace pieces.  Oh well, those days are over. All I 

can do is share those early experiences and hope they help you get through what would otherwise 

be a trying situation. 

A gentleman with a 1962 called not too long ago and asked if I could help him with his fuel 

pump. He had rebuilt it but it still would not pump any fuel.  I advised connecting a vacuum 

http://tech.corvettecentral.com/2015/03/addendum-1955-1966-corvette-fuel-pump-rebuild/
http://tech.corvettecentral.com/2013/09/1955-1966-corvette-fuel-pump-rebuild/
http://tech.corvettecentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/DSC_0079.jpg
http://tech.corvettecentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/CC5866FP-20-Medium.jpg
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gauge to the suction side of the fuel pump to see if there was any vacuum during cranking. Turns 

out, there was no vacuum whatsoever. My first thought was a problem with the diaphragm (they 

can surprise you and make you think they are connected to the lever); it was more likely that the 

check valves were leaking. 

I explained how the check valves could be tested and suggested he try that next. This seemed to 

be the perfect addition to the fuel pump restoration article I had recently written. I suggested he 

send the pump to me so I could check it out for him. A couple days later I received a nice, clean 

fuel pump in the mail. The diaphragm was definitely connected to the lever so that wasn’t the 

problem. There was plenty of resistance on the lever but zero vacuum or pressure when actuating 

the pump’s lever that rides on the camshaft. Even a few strokes of the lever should produce 

vacuum and pressure. 

Testing for vacuum while depressing the 

lever 

 

 

 

 

 

I then marked the top and bottom halves of the fuel pump to assure that the pieces would be 

orientated as they were during assembly. Upon disassembly and inspection, it appeared the check 

valves were in place and should be fine. A quick test with solvent proved otherwise; two were 

leaking, dribbling the solvent through each of them.  The check valves are simple enough, 

consisting of a flat disc and spring to keep them seated.  Any debris between the seat and disc 

will allow fluid to pass. It does not matter whether it is a suction or pressure side check valve, 

either one that leaks prevents both suction and pressure. 

After making sure the check valve discs were clean, I carefully removed the offending check 

valves for inspection. Both had the gaskets in place as they should, but it was what was under the 

gaskets that caused the problem.  Corrosion had been eating away at the fuel pump casting under 

each check valve gasket.  Years of water droplets helped create an acidic mixture that slowly ate 

away at the fuel pump’s blended metal casting. After some thought about how to fix this tricky 

situation, I decided to use a small diameter cutting wheel with my Dremel tool to machine the 

surfaces.  The outside diameter of the Dremel tool disc has to be slightly smaller in diameter than 

the check valve’s outer bore diameter. I carefully machined each bore with the Dremel until the 

corrosion was gone and the surfaces were smooth. 

http://tech.corvettecentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/DSC_0095.jpg
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Corrosion under each check valve gasket 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Using the Dremel to remove corrosion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://tech.corvettecentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/DSC_0076.jpg
http://tech.corvettecentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/DSC_0065.jpg
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Remove as much of the corrosion as 

possible without removing too much 

material 

 

 

 

 

 

At that point it made sense to remove the remaining check valves and inspect their bore surfaces. 

A couple more required clean up and we were done. The fuel pump was reassembled and it 

tested fine with twelve inches of vacuum and four pounds of pressure during cranking. 

But wait! There’s more…after sending the owner back his fuel pump, I received a call a few 

days later explaining that the fuel pump still did not work. 

I was certain the restored fuel pump would work, so I asked more questions. Did the fuel pump 

have vacuum?  It did; the pump had 12-14 inches during cranking.  I was relieved the fuel pump 

was not the problem.  Now we had to figure out why there was no fuel at the carburetor.  The 

owner felt the fuel pump was still the problem because the vacuum would not hold longer than 2-

3 minutes during testing.  I explained the fuel pump has a bleed port between the suction and 

pressure side of the pump to aid in priming and reduction of air in the system. This bleed port 

also prevents the system from keeping vacuum on the suction side of the fuel pump when the 

engine is not running, which is a good thing.  If there was a constant vacuum on the system when 

the engine was not running, fuel would siphon through the pump into the carburetor and cause it 

to flood the engine. 

The next test was to connect the vacuum gauge to the fuel line at the sending unit. During 

cranking, the vacuum gauge never moved, signaling that the tank-to-pump fuel line had a pinhole 

preventing the fuel from being drawn out of the tank. Hastily, a long section of rubber hose was 

connected to the fuel sending unit and then to the fuel pump. After a bit of cranking the engine 

started and ran fine. That proved it. The fuel line had a hole somewhere preventing the vacuum 

from reaching the fuel sending unit. 

I had another brain teaser similar to this regarding a C10 Chevy pickup.  The customer 

complained that under full throttle the engine would lose power like he was running out of fuel. 

This did not happen every time but often enough that he did not want the truck back until it was 

fixed. When I opened the hood it was obvious someone had tried all the easy stuff: new fuel 

filter, fuel pump, and the carburetor was very clean. The loss of power did not occur during my 

road test but did finally occur after a few attempts. It was apparent this was a random problem. 

The next day on the road test the truck would barely pull and was backfiring as I attempted to 

http://tech.corvettecentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/DSC_0079.jpg
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accelerate. I hooked up a fuel pressure gauge between the fuel pump and carburetor for the next 

road test. At first the pressure appeared to be okay but as I accelerated the pressure began 

dropping. I inspected the fuel line from front to rear and noticed that one area of the frame had a 

stained spot emanating from the fuel line. Upon further inspection it was apparent that the tank-

to-fuel pump line had a hole rubbed into it. A few of the fuel line retainer clamps had been 

removed and the line was rubbing on the frame rail, which eventually opened up the fuel line. 

The crazy thing was that the line was so tight against the frame rail it did not leak fuel out of the 

line. The fuel line was repaired and all was well; full throttle runs were available once again on a 

regular basis. 

TIPS / NOTES 

 A vacuum gauge doubles as a fuel pressure gauge for carbureted engines only. 

 If you see fuel pressure dropping under wide open throttle, do not be alarmed unless the 

engine is losing power. As fuel flow rates increase fuel pressure drops. 

 Fuel pressure is not as important as having adequate flow for carbureted engines. The 

carburetor needs an adequate supply of fuel and engine vacuum does the rest, drawing the 

fuel into the engine. 

 If you have no vacuum or pressure a check valve is most likely leaking. 

 Always check the vacuum at the tank sending unit supply hose connection if there is no 

fuel received at the fuel pump. 

 Installing a filter before the fuel pump can save a bit of trouble; any bits of minute debris 

will disable your fuel pump’s check valves. 

 SMALL BLOCK ONLY: The lower 3/8-16 threaded hole in the engine block near the 

water pump inlet on the passenger side is very helpful. A 3/8-16 bolt can be threaded in 

to hold the fuel pump pushrod in during fuel pump replacement. The threaded hole to use 

is the top hole of the two threaded holes on that side. 

 BIG BLOCK ONLY: There is a 3/8 NPT pipe plug below the fuel pump mounting plate 

for pump pushrod removal. If you have trouble with the rod slipping down during pump 

installation, take the plug out, push the rod inward, and put a wad of Vaseline in the hole 

then the plug to keep it in place until the pump is installed. 

 


